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Teacher Gu�de

Engl�sh Lesson Notes

Read�ng Newspapers

 Lesson notes
What �s the �ntent�on of a news art�cle? 
The intention of a news article is to tell the reader the 
facts about what is happening in the world. When you 
read a news article you are more likely to pay close 
attention to events and issues that affect you. If an article 
is about something that does not affect you, you may just 
skim through the article.
Character�st�cs and qual�t�es of a news art�cle
News articles are:
• based on facts that journalists have collected. 

These facts are checked and rechecked  to make 
sure they are correct

• current. The story must be relevant to people right 
now. 

• topical. Articles have to be about something that 
people care about or about issues that people 
think are important to know about.

• Articles are more objective than adverts. For 
example, compare the following:

How object�ve are news art�cles?
News articles are based on facts, which means that 
they are seen as being quite objective. In a newspaper, 
a news article is more likely to be objective than an 
editorial, advertorial or opinion piece. But even in news 
stories, a bit of the journalist’s own point of view and 
interpretation will come through.
For example, look at the following headline:

This headline 
tells us that 
Smith, the 
South African 
cricket captain, 
was in charge 
when the South 
African team 
won a match 
against India. 
However, 

the word “Thrashed”, emphasised by the large font, 
shows that the writer is biased towards South Africa. His 
subjectivity is also shown by his description of the victory 
as an “easy win”, which implies that the Indian team was 
easy to defeat.

?  TASK
Read the front page article from any newspaper. 
Find examples and evidence from the text that show 
that the article is: 
• based on facts
• current 
• topical 

Read�ng News Art�cles 
In this lesson we look at different texts in newspapers. We specifically concentrate on the intention of the writer and 
how we should approach reading different styles of articles. In the video lesson, we ask journalists and editors at the 
Sunday Times to explain what makes a well written and relevant news article.

 Lesson Outcomes
By the end of this lesson, you should be able to:
• identify the intention of a news story
• recognise a “hard” news story by its style 
• tell if a piece of writing meets the criteria of a well 

written news article

 Curr�culum L�nks
LO 2: Read�ng and V�ew�ng
• demonstrate various reading and viewing 

strategies for comprehension and appreciation
• explore and explain key features of texts and how 

they contribute to meaning (linked to task)
• explain the meaning of a wide range of written, 

visual, audio and audio-visual texts
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